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A PROOF OF THE LEGENDRE DUPLICATION 
FORMULA FOR THE GAMMA FUNCTION

Inhyok Park and Tae Young Seo

Abstract There have been various proofs of the Legendre du
plication formula for the Gamma function Another proof of the 
formula is given here and a brief history of the Gamma function is 
also provided

고. Introduction

The birth of the Gamma function was seen in two letters from Leon

hard Euler (1707-1783) to Christian Goldbach (1690-1764), just as the 

simple desire to extend factorials to values between the integers The 

first letter dated October 13, 1729 dealt with the interpolation prob

lem, while the second dated January 8, 1730 dealt with integration and 

tied the two together. Euler gave us the well-known Gamma function

广8
(1.1) r(z) = / 尸t d" Re(z) > 0,

Jo
where the notation r is due? in fact, to Adrm Marie Legendre (1752- 

1833). Euler considered z as the positive real numbers m (1.1) and the 

move to the complex plane was initiated by Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777- 

1855). Legendre calls the integral (1.1) the second Eulerian integral. 

The first Eulerian integral is currently known as the Beta function and 

is now conventionally written

(1.2)

Jo

where Re(p) > 0 and Re(q) > 0. The Gamma function satisfies the 

relationships

r(z + 1) = zF(z), r(n + 1) = n\ (n = 0,1,2,...), and

(1'3) r(i/2)=、所
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There is the well-known relationship between Euler?s two types of 

integrals (see Choi and Nam [2]):

(L4) B0q) = 零빠% and so B(p,q) = B(q,p).

The Legendre duplication formula for the Gamma function is given as 

follows:

(1.5) v%T(2z) = 2&t「(z)T (z + ：

which was discovered by Legendre and extended by Gauss (see Magnus 

et al. [3, p. 이).
The Weierstrass canonical product form of the Gamma function was 

given

by Weierstrass(1815-1897) as in the following form:

8

(1.6) F(z)T = H"次

A:=l

where 7 is the Evder-Mascheroni^ constant defined by

7 = lim 
n—>00

M 0.577215664 ….

In fact, there have been several methods to verify the duplication for

mula (1.5). In this note we are aiming at introducing some of them 

and also providing another method of p호oof of (1.5).

l + | + ... + --logn
2 n

2. Some methods of verification of (1.5)

We first introduce a proof of (1.5) which was appealed in Rainville 

[4, p. 22-24]. The Pochhammer symbol (a)n is defined by, a a complex 

number,

(a;(a + 1)... (a； + n — 1) if n=l, 2, 3,,

n
1 if n=0,

(2.1)
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which is often called the generalized factorial since (l)n = n! and can 

be expressed as in the following

(2-2)
r(a + n) 

「(a)

by using the fundamental function relation (1.3) of the Gamma func

tion.

Rainville showed the following formula

(2-3) (叫 = 泸(응) (胃X Z / n y Z

by grouping alternate factors m the product

(。)& = a(a + 1)(。+ 2)(。+ 3) (a + 2n - 1).

Gauss also studied the Gamma function by using the following form 

as the definition

(n —
(2-4) r(z) = lim , .、 f z z 八

n—>8 z(z + l)(z + 2).…(z + n — 1)

which can now be written m the form

〜(n — lYnz 
「(z) = lim

Equation (2.5) with the aid of (2.2) yields

(2-6)
(n- l)!nz

r뜨o 顽E厂孔
n being an integral and z not a negative integer

Finally setting a = 2z in (2.3) and using (2.6) with「(*) = y/rr m 

(1.3) reduces readily to the formula (1.5).

Another proof is obtained by using (1.4) (see [1]). In (1.4) putting 

p ~ q = x we obtain

虫？「（2 = 2】-爲［2 sm&T 2仇汨.
頌（2时 Jo

(2 7)
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Next we make the variable change © = 20, which yields

(2-8)
r（x）r（x）_ 21-2-r（|）r（x）

2r（2x）— 2I、（z + *）

which implies (1.5).

Choi et al. [2] proved Gauss multiplication formula

m — l / j \

(2.9) H「( a + 후 ) = (2猝伽-1)7温-""(次) 
『0 ' m丿

by observing

mT / k \
m2C(5, md) =& a H--- )

A：=o I 7771 丿

and using the following formula

(2 10) r(a)=涉須(软)， 

which can be deduced from the Hermite formula for the generalized 

zeta function ^(s, a) (see Whittaker and Watson [5, pp. 269-271]), 

or by applying Bohr-Mollerup theorem for the Gamma function (see 

Choi and Nam [2]). In fact, the special case m = 2 of (2.9) reduces 

immediately to our desired formula (1.5).

In Temme [5, p. 46], the proof of (1.5) follows from

Jo Jo

Setting s=4t(l-t), we see that

引z,z) = 21~2zB

which is equivalent to (1.5).
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3. Another proof of (1.5)

We give another proof of (1.5) by using Euler's summation for

mula and a simple identity involved in the logarithmic derivative of 

the Gamma function.

For our propose we introduce Euler summation formula which will 

be here referred to as a lemma to make our reasoning consistent.

Lemma 1. If f\x) is continuous for x >Q,

(3.1) % f(k) = L f(x)dx + |/(0) + (끼 + L P(x)f'(x')dx, 

where P(x)=⑦一园 一 *.

We also give a simple identity which can easily be deduced from the 

Weierstrass form of the Gamma function (1.6). Note that all log's in 

this note denote the principal branch of the logarithm function

Lemma 2.

2F(2z) F(z) nz + |)_
"21og2-(3-2)

Proof. By taking logarithms of each member of (1 6), we obtain

8

(3.3) logT(z) = - log z — 7z - [log (】+ ：) 一 

n=l

Term-by-term differentiation of the members of (13) yields

昨)_ 1 v，/ 1

n=l

1

n
(3-4)

r(z)

so that

2「，(2z) %z) 「©+*)_
下可 - r^y - r(z + |)- 식띠

(3-5)

2n -
y -J— 

丄 2z + k 
fc=n-|-l

也 1
=2 lim 5、------ -.

n—>oo —2z + n + k 
k~l
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Put f (t) = 2거土也 Lemma 1, for fixed z take positive integer n 

such that I히〈 흥. Then ff(x) = -缶*碁尹 站 continuous for x > 0. 

Thus 

(3-6)

i + A ] _ 分 ]
2z + n 2z + n + k Z— 2z + n + k

k=l fc=0

rn 1 j 1 1 1 1 . r dz x -i ,二二 I --------- - dx +------- +------- --  + / P(xjJq 2z + n + x 2 2z + n 2 2z + 2n Jo 7 (2z + n + x)2

-i -i 1 1 _ ]

=[log(22 + « +调+泛车云+ 2 27T2^ + Jo尸⑴区军兌寻血.

Taking limit as n —> oo on each side of (3.6), we get

n 1 rn P(x}
(3.7) lim 尸------ -=log 2 - lim / 石-- --- -- dx.
' n->oo 2z + n + k n->oo Jo (2z + n + x)2

Now

厂__性L_

Jo (2z + n +찌2 血

(38) <「 回时 血 < 厂一一丄一一血-Jo \2z + n + x\2 - Jq \2z + n + x\2

fn 1 1 I

- Jo (”+ 时一 2| 허 2 X~~2n-2\^\+ n-2\z\'

We therefore have

(3.9)

Hence

(3.10)

lim 
n—>oo （臨辭 찌 2dx=°-

2F(2z) F(z) F(z+*) 

r(2z)-TM~「(z + *)
=2 log 2.

Integrating each side of Lemma 2 from t = | to z, we get

(3.11) 2
I기 (2t) 

rW

F(E) 

r(i + 2)
2 log 2 dt
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so that

(3.12) = log22z-1.

Taking exponentials on each side of the resulting equation leads to 

the desired Legendre duplication formula for Gamma function,

V竹(2z) = 22z-1r«fz + |j.

This completes the proof

시
디
.
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